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Abstract 
The 19th century was indeed critical to Africans in every facet, as there 

were many significant revolutionary changes occasioned by it. It is against 

this dynamic context of the history of Nigeria that Chief Agalayai Bugo, 

whose career actually exemplified many aspects of African political, 

social, economic etc. life has been mirrored to showcase the changes it 

brought to the various Nigerian communities. However, interrogating 

oral and secondary data showed that Chief Agalayai Bugo who is the 

focus of this paper was born to the royal lineage of King Obia Ogbodo of 

Nembe about 1803. In spite of the many odds the paper however argued 

vehemently that, favoured by the traditional canoe house politics, he 

became prosperous when he engaged himself in the legitimate commerce. 

And, as a mark of his industry, owned many slaves and founded the 

Biokponga town. He rose to become a chief and was one of the principal 

actors in the politics of the Nembe city state of his time. And, was also the 

principal agent that caused the Nembe-Kalabari war of 1863, which he 

prosecuted with great valour among his peers until his demise in 1869. It 

is therefore the argument that, when the Delta middleman monopoly was 

shattered by British economic interest with the support of consular 

officials in the second half of the 19th century, as elsewhere in Nigeria, he 

established plantation agriculture at Biokponga. It is in light of the above 

that, Chief Agalayai Bugo’s life and times in the 19th century be 

underscored. 
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Background 

Remarkably, for the coastal Nigerian communities in particular and 

Southern Nigeria in general, the 19th century was critical in several 

respects. At the beginning the Delta communities enjoyed unprecedented 

control over their internal and external affairs. The middle of the century 

brought a series of challenges to the sovereignty of most of these city states 

from west to east coast. Towards the turn of the century, their hegemonic 

control over both their trade and governance was either lost or severally 

curtailed. The point been made is to situate the major internal and external 

determinants of change which largely influenced developments in the Delta 

during the 19th century. 

 

For the Delta communities during the 19th century, trade and politics were 

hardly separable. Indeed from the late 15th century when Europeans began 

commercial activities with the Delta communities, until the 19th century a 

remarkable feature of the trade relations between Europeans and Delta 

communities was the complete dependence of the European traders on the 

Delta communities not only for the securing of the trade but also for the 

safety of lives and property. Throughout the period, the Delta sovereigns 

remained very much in control of their own affairs. Such that the 

supercargoes went out of their way to ensure that they were in the “good 

books” of these rulers in their own interest for trade and peace. In return 

for protection and right to trade they paid fees to the rulers. These trade 

duties or money have been rightly termed “protection” money (Horton 

1969, p.52). 

 

Apparently, unlike the Ghana (Gold Coast) the Europeans that engaged in 

trade with the Delta communities did not build forts along the coastline. 

This meant that the traders had really no bases along the coast. They were 
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therefore anxious to maintain peace with their host, since in the event of 

hostilities they would have no forts on which to rely. The Delta rulers on 

their part are desirous of maximizing as much profit as possible from the 

trade, equally saw peace as an essential factor for trade. The reason being 

that for the Delta people, trade was more than a source of wealth; it was 

seen to be a source of prestige and in many cases, served the purpose of 

enhancing the political authority of the ruling elites. The ruling elites were 

the Amanyanabos and the House Heads that had direct contact with the 

European traders. They became the defenders of the economic interests of 

the Delta peoples and the various communities. 

 

This even tenor of relations between the Delta peoples and European 

traders was rudely shattered in the 19th century for Britain’s economic 

interest to put an end to the obnoxious slave trade. In 1807, Britain passed 

an act of parliament prohibiting the slave trade, and on 1st January 1808, the 

trade was abolished (Anene 1966, p.26). This action embarked by Britain 

transformed the character of British activities on the West Coast of Africa. 

 

In spite of this dialectic, even in 1807, there were still merchants in Britain 

anxious and eager to continue with the slave trade. So it was for other 

European countries and America where the raison d’etre- be they economic 

or humanitarian – for the suppression of the slave trade had not become 

equally compelling. In the face of this, Britain had to spend money in the 

form of subsidies to other European countries to persuade them to stop the 

trade in human trafficking. However in spite of the persuasion and 

payment of the subsidies, some European countries especially Portugal, 

America and Brazil continued to engage in the slave trade until about 1850. 

 

For the Delta communities their position was quite clear, they would sell 

slaves as long as there were Europeans and Americans ready to buy slaves. 

Bonny and Kalabari continued in the trade to 1840s and 1850s respectively 

when the British preventive squadron effectively blocked their ports. 
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Nembe which was less accessible to the British Navy, then became a 

flourishing center for the slave trade (Dike 1956, p.87). The desire to 

effectively stop the slave trade led to the new initiatives on the part of the 

British traders and officials and to new relationships with the local rulers. 

This first led to the establishment of a Naval Base at Fernando Po in 1827 

and the appointment of John Beecroft in 1849 as the British consul for the 

Bights of Benin and Biafra (now Bonny). The Delta communities were 

subjected to frequent molestation of the British Navy. In 1836 a British 

gunboat molested a Portuguese customer vessel which angered its ruler 

and exercised its authority by imprisoning the captain of the British 

gunboat ended with threat to bombard Bonny unless the prisoners were 

released (Dike 1956, p.70-72), was one example. 

 

Furthermore, in earlier times when the European traders could not count 

on the backing provided by the British Navy, dialogue no doubt would 

have been used to resolve the problem. The era of gunboat diplomacy had 

dawn. More so, the Delta rulers were persuaded through the use of force 

and the offer of financial rewards to sign treaties of amity, banning the slave 

trade and regulating the “Legitimate Trade”. Such treaties were signed with 

Bonny 1836, Kalabari 1850 and Nembe in 1860 (Jones 1963, pp.141-142) 

 

Abolition meant that the Delta communities had to switch from the slave 

trade to the trade in agricultural produce. The change in the economic 

sphere provided a challenge to the old order; created new trading 

opportunities and led to the emergence of a new class of men. Since palm 

produce was more cumbersome to transport overland than slaves, the Delta 

middlemen had to be closer to the places of production. They needed more 

canoes, more men to pull the canoes and to also protect the goods against 

pirates, competitors and rival trading communities. 

 

For one thing, success in the legitimate trade needed the establishment of 

influential contacts and alliances with the hinterland producers. Also, in the 
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19th century, the chiefs hardly go into the hinterland; it was the slaves 

obtained from the hinterland who became the greatest assets (agents) of the 

Delta middlemen in the hinterland. The Delta merchant princes thus came 

to depend on the trading acumen of their slaves. These slaves traded for 

themselves and also for their masters. By mid-century there existed in most 

Delta communities slaves that had become wealthy men. The consequence 

of this was the rise of political upheavals in some of the Delta communities 

caused by struggle for power between members of the royal families and 

the men of slave origin. The slaves were poised for political power 

commensurate with their economic strength (Dike 1956, pp.219-220; Jones 

1963, pp.151-155) 

 

This informed the study of Chief Agalayai Bugo’s life which cut across 

periods and changes in the 19th century which has been referred to as the 

“critical century” in Nigerian history (Tamuno 1972, pp.1-23). The high 

point of his career was his ability to adopt to the changes of the 19th century. 

He had to chart a new course of action which would preserve or maintain 

his independence and control the pace of change which enabled him to 

successfully manage his war canoe house through the crucial and difficult 

phase of the Delta history. Indeed, his life and career actually exemplified 

his age. It is his genealogy we shall interrogate in the next segment. 

 

A Brief Genealogical History 

Before going into the details of Chief Agalayai Bugo’s life it is imperative to 

briefly narrate his ancestry. Nembe tradition maintain that King Kala-

Ekule, who reigned from about (C. 1450-1500) was very influential. His 

lineage could be traced to Olodi-Pere (the priest king of the first Nembe 

settlement). According to this account many kings succeeded him, the last 

of whom was Basuo. When Basuo died in about 1700, a terrible civil strife 

broke out. The two princes (cousins) Ogbodo son of King Obia and Mingi 

the son of Basuo fought for the throne after King Basuo’s death (Oral 

interview with priest Obeye Numofagha, 10/6/2017). 
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In the ensuring pandemonium Stride and Ifeka graphically stated that, 

Ogbodo succeeded briefly according to the tradition of the people and later, 

may be for fear of an impending defeat as the fight escalated abdicated the 

throne; left with his following to settle at Bassambiri. They further 

submitted that, perhaps those who left with King Ogbodo, might have done 

so for dislike and fear of Mingi’s intended oppressive reign. Meanwhile, 

Mingi firmly established himself at the Ogbolomabiri moiety. Thus, the 

dramatic imbroglio elucidated above, marked the beginning of a “dual 

monarchy” in Nembe, as each king (Ogbodo & Mingi) reigned in different 

community (Stride and Ifeka 1971, p.391).  It is crystal clear however from 

the Onyoma tradition, King Ogbodo did not found Bassambiri rather he 

expanded an existing community and established a new dynasty. 

 

Bugo’s father, Agala, according to Chief Atangari Bugo, hails from 

Korokorosei town in the present day Southern Ijaw Local Government Area 

of Bayelsa State before the said Agala sought   the protection of King 

Ogbodo 1st, and was accepted into the Ogbodo’s lineage in mid-18th century. 

The reason behind such action was not clear. But the account stated that 

Agala was a fisherman as well as physiotherapist, who worked with King 

Ogbodo with the best of his ability. Consequent on Agala’s dexterity to 

work Ogbodo gave one of his daughters, Oruase to Agala for marriage as 

compensation for good work. He further adduced that Ogbodo married 

Alaere on big dowry (high bride wealth) at Ogobiri in the Wilberforce 

Island (now Bayelsa State) and had Oruase and Erekiba (all female) both 

Ogbodo children. The marriage between Oruase and Agala begot Ene, 

Bugo (males) and Idiara (female) (Oral interview with Chief A.A. Bugo, 

14/7/2000). 

 

The point at issue is that adhesion of other households and the purchase of 

slaves aided the process of expansion of the Delta canoe houses. We note 

however, that slaves who were born into the canoe house were accorded 
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full-fledged membership of the house. This view is shared by Dike (1956, 

p.34) when he stated that: 

 

In its full development the House became at once a 

cooperative trading unit and a local government institution. 

As a rule every trader of any importance owned so many 

slaves bought from the various tribes. These, along with the 

traders’ family, formed the nucleus of a ‘House’. 

 

Since the canoe house politics favoured the admission of adhesion and 

slaves and allowed social mobility of members, Agala was accepted into the 

lineage of King Ogbodo 1st. Available historical evidence shows that, Ene 

and Bugo also enjoyed the privilege of the royal lineage at Nembe. It was 

consequent on the acceptance of Agala that qualified Ene, Bugo’s elder 

brother to deify King Ogbodo 1st and served in the priesthood after the heir 

apparent and first son of Ogbodo, King Dede (aka Gbuda Gbuda who 

succeeded his father, Ogbodo) which still exist in Nembe (Oral interview 

with Priest Obeye Numofagha at Nembe, 10\16\2017; Eferebo 2002, pp.45-

46) 

 

Early Life 

The Nembe tradition failed to establish the exact birthday of Chief Agalayai 

Bugo. However, the year we shall give here is an approximation as the exact 

date is not known. This is so because, it is less important for preliterate 

societies to keep records of the birthdates of their children. This is aptly 

buttressed by Cookey (1974, p.25) when he wrote that “the preliterate 

societies of Igbo land as elsewhere in Africa, did not record the birth days 

of their children, unless major occurrences like wars or other natural 

phenomena made them memorable”. In the case of Agalayai Bugo, there 

was no major event that his birthday could be pegged to but oral tradition 

has fixed his birth date around 1803. 
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As prevalent with children of that era played supportive role to the 

occupation of parents or guardians (social fathers) as elsewhere in Africa. 

The scant information provided by oral tradition seem overwhelmingly 

clear, that he was industrious and hardworking. He was said to have been 

engaged in fishing activities. Fishing dominated the economy of the Delta 

communities inhabiting the Nigerian coastline, and creeks of the Delta. This 

perhaps, is a result of the geographical distribution of the lowland that 

crisscross the Niger Delta. Consequently, the political economy of the Delta 

people was tied to fishing, salt boiling, canoe making, and petty trading 

among others. These activities were made possible by the dugout canoes 

that could make long distance fishing or trading expeditions. 

 

From available ethnographic evidence found in his mausoleum, 

apparently, Agalayai Bugo, introduced a new technique made out of the 

Iko traps. This new model was known as ekere traps. The account maintains 

that the technology was borrowed from the Bassan neighbouring Ijo in the 

Central Delta. The ekere traps were used in both the bush ponds and 

shallow creek mouths and so forth. Other major techniques used involved 

setting and throwing lines and nets as well as poisoning the fish among 

others. However corroboratively a source stated that, the fishes caught in 

the process were consumed and some sold to fish merchants. Those not 

immediately sold or consumed were smoked or dried (Falola et al 1989, 

pp.141-142). 

 

When Agala, Bugo’s father died around 1823, and according to the 

customary laws of inheritance, his property were shared among children 

and relatives that was hardly enough for his surviving siblings. Arising 

from the above circumstances, after the inheritance ceremony the Ogbodo 

lineage accordingly gave Ene and Bugo to Chiefs Tamuno (later king) and 

Igoma, to take good care of and be trained in entrepreneurship. Following 

the magnanimity of Tamuno and Igoma the duo lived in the canoe houses 

of Chiefs Tamuno and Igoma respectively, until their rise to preeminence. 
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It was to this that, Igoma became the social father to his younger cousin 

brother Bugo much in same way Tamuno was to Ene. Similarly, when Chief 

Igoma died probably about 1846, his social son, Bugo became the chief of 

Igoma Canoe House, and married the former’s youngest wife, Sein from 

Kula.  

 

At the demise of Chief Igoma, Agalayai Bugo, also retrieved some women 

that had deserted Igoma canoe house for similar reasons (Brass Customary 

Court, 1993, p.8). Corroboratively Daniel Ogirike Ockiya stated that after 

the demise of Igoma, Agalayai Bugo was the successor as well as his 

descendants monopolized the house headship in this order Bugo, 

Ogbuluwei, Bokolo and Bokolo’s son Sokari when the Igoma Canoe House 

members protested against it in the 1940’s (Ockiya 2008). While still in the 

house of Chief Igoma, Agalayai Bugo, demonstrated his entrepreneurial 

skills as he traded for himself as well as Igoma when he became engaged in 

the local trade with neighbouring markets at Ogbia, Epie, Bassan etc. And 

after acquiring much wealth, he also engaged in the long distance trade 

with other peers. The oil palm and kernel, fish and salt were exchanged for 

food items, domestic animals and slaves. (Oral interview with Chief E. I. 

Igoma, 20/6/2000). 

 

Agalaya Bugo, like most of his contemporaries, later owned slaves and 

vigorously engaged in the “legitimate commerce”. As we have stated 

elsewhere in this paper, that slave ownership was a determinant factor of 

social status and a mark of economic prosperity in the 19th century. 

Accordingly, the first slave he had was Tekekigha, who was so industrious 

and thriving that the former entrusted everything to his care (Oral 

interview with Chief A. A. Bugo, 2/4/2000). Also that Agalayai Bugo the 

tradition maintains, was one of the greatest slave owning chiefs in Nembe 

during his time (Oral interview with Elder Bendick Sylva, 8/5/2000). 
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The mid-19th century, trade and prosperity was predicate on the rising trade 

in the oil palm. Like other successful traders, he quickly changed to 

legitimate commerce, might have contributed immensely to his success 

once he began to apply himself seriously to commercial transactions. For 

the determinant of a successful trader in the Delta trade of the mid-century 

was the ability to adjust to the dynamics of the needs of the international 

trading system and to achieve a reasonably smooth shift from the slave 

trade to legitimate commerce. Significantly, he severally insisted on the 

respect for sovereignty and independence of Nembe traders by foreign 

elements typified by the numerous challenges he post against the British 

penetration to the hinterland markets in the 1860s (Eferebo 2002, pp.49-50). 

Perhaps the threat to trade by British traders (companies) and consular 

authorities may have been responsible for Bugo’s hindsight to establish a 

plantation at Biokponga, his Newfoundland later in the century. 

 

By the last two decades of the 19th century, the Royal Niger Company had 

effectively cut-off the middlemen (merchant chiefs) from their lucrative 

trade with the hinterland producers. This led to conflicts as envisaged by 

Chief Agalayai Bugo. Most of the conflicts between Nembe and the Royal 

Niger Company were due to the company’s attempt to take ever the Nembe 

traditional Niger markets and the consequent resistance of the latter’s 

middlemen to the threat to their commercial survival. The details of this 

conflicts is beyond the scope of this paper. 

 

Making of an African (Delta) Chief 

The central social and political institution that was capable of exploiting the 

Delta communities was the House System. The House was a cooperative 

trading unit. For the Delta Communities for participation in the 

international trading system was to acquire and convey an increasing 

number of slaves from the mainland to the waiting ships. And this required 

the ability of an individual to man and defend the canoes that formed partly 

the means of communication and also partly the resource for the defense of 
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the community itself. It was probably on account of this that the armed 

canoe and crew became not merely a social unit but a status symbol of 

enormous political and economic significance in the Delta communities. 

 

While not every individual had the resources to deploy a fully armed canoe 

and its paddlers. It required a tremendous outlay and ability to maintain 

the necessary personnel. Initially it was probably the bourgeoisie of the 

settlements who are leading figures could afford the expenses involved and 

hence they emerged as chiefs of what became known as the “Canoe House”, 

they attracted the membership of the rest of the community, who had to 

secure their protection and welfare against members of rival communities. 

However Cookey situated the process that the prosperity generated by the 

activities of aboriginal founders enabled the number of the canoe houses to 

increase through a process of segmentation (Cookey 1974, p.13). 

 

It was this thinking that informed Jones when he described the canoe house 

as “a compact and well organized trading and fighting corporation capable 

of manning and maintaining a war canoe”. It was also a social and 

administrative unit within an aggregate of canoe houses that made up what 

is now commonly called the Delta city states or trading states. Thus for an 

individual to assert his/her citizenship he/she had to identify 

himself/herself by claiming the membership of a particular canoe house and 

be generally recognized as such by its members (Jones 1963, p.55). 

Membership of the canoe house could be achieved in three main ways; by 

birth, adhesion and enslavement. Of the three methods of increasing the 

population of the canoe houses, the most frequent was the last. The 

membership by birth is patterned on a dual system of marriage, namely Iya, 

Braere or Opuanga (big bride wealth) incorporated the offspring into the 

father’s canoe house; while, Egwa, Ekiere or Finboloanga (small bride 

wealth) left the children in the mother’s canoe house (Eferebo 2002, p.21). 
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Interestingly however of the three ways of expanding the canoe houses the 

common denominator was the ritual shaving of the head as well as naming 

ceremony. This ceremony is significant and symbolized a “rebirth” in their 

new home. The master was “father” to them, his wife “mother” to them and 

the children were “brother” and “sister” to them. They enjoyed the same 

rights and privileges as other members of the canoe house as long as 

remained of good conduct and assimilated the local customs. Indeed, the 

opportunity of the individual was democratically open for him to rise to the 

headship of the house (wari) or establish one of his own. This was so 

because the basis of advancement in the Delta community for freeborn as 

well as that of the other members depended on individual achievement 

rather than on birth. Therefore, it was not a surprise that in the 19th century 

many people born either of Braere or Egwa and slaves moved up the Delta 

social ladder to found canoe houses or lead old houses into which they were 

recruited. Excellent examples of such achievers were king Jaja of Opobo, 

Oko Jumbo of Bonny, Young Briggs of Abonnema, among others. These 

were prominent examples of what was attainable by every talented member 

of a Delta trading house. They were by no means the exceptions. Ofonagoro 

while calibrating on this subject reportedly quoted Sir Ralph Moor who 

corroboratively wrote about opportunities for advancement within the 

Delta trading house thus: 

 

The industrious and intelligent slave could at all times acquire 

rights to possess property and even become a sub-chief of the 

tribe, head chief of the house to which he belong. There are 

several chiefs of the coast tribes, Head Chiefs of their houses 

who were originally slaves (Ofonagoro 1979, p.110) 

 

Arguably therefore, as the number of this foreign element grew it became 

expedient to ensure that they were thoroughly Deltanized. Hence, the Delta 

communities created institutionalized bodies such as Ekine/Sekiapu or 

Owuogbo, Ekpe, Koronogbo among others for the assimilation and 
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acculturation processes to Deltanized these elements for absolute 

integration to the communities. The traditional institutions embodied 

academic programmes and departmentalized or compartmentalized the 

learning academic programs to be graduated in linguistics, arts and creative 

or visual arts, politics as well as entrepreneurial skills, customary law etc. 

which embodied the traditions of the land. His success or failure in this 

academic (traditional education) might well determine whether he was to 

be graduated or rusticated by the community for the individual who could 

excellently discharge with perfection the function of the traditions become 

respected, highly praised and favoured. Or otherwise, become despised 

member of the community. 

 

In fact, for the individual to be at the top echelon of this political charter or 

socially accepted individual must be versatile elites in which the cultural 

and historical traditions of the community were publicly asserted. For 

instance, there were occasions an individual could be called upon to be 

questioned by authorities of Ekine or Koronogbo seeking to know the level 

of acculturation only to reply in poor Delta dialect accent portraying Ibo 

(Igbo) or Ibibio origin, would be promptly seized and killed (Horton 1963, 

p.54). 

 

By and large, the Canoe House by its creation had a dynamic character 

accordingly Jones (1963, p.160) writes that it was expected to expand, if it 

failed to do so, it declined and eventually went into liquidation. Consequent 

on this, there is always room for expansion depending on the prosperity of 

the canoe house to allow for developments. The chief might decide to 

allocate part of his wealth to one of his sons and would then establish a 

household for him with a canoe to trade on his own account. He might go 

even further to launch a war canoe for him and present him formally to the 

Amanyanabo (king) in Council and other war canoe house heads at a 

ceremony in which the son would be recognized as a full fledge member of 

the Delta community elites. 
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Besides that, a member of the original canoe house might have so prospered 

in his business the chief of the house would be disposed to recognize him 

as a separate segment of his own and entitled to perform the duties of a war 

canoe house chief. That individual would also be presented to the leaders 

of the Delta community for recognition. At this stage of development the 

original Canoe House become the Opuwari (the parent house) and the new 

house Kalawari (satellite) constitute what became known as the Canoe 

House Group or a federation of Canoe Houses. 

 

Through its own internal dynamics Eferebo contends therefore, a canoe 

house that failed to adhere to this circle of expansion faced impoverishment 

and thus contraction and elimination. The basis for survival of a Delta 

House was to accumulate the capital needed for expansion or gradually 

went into liquidation. The surviving members becoming amalgamated into 

the canoe house that bought them, and which could accept responsibility 

for the debts. He further submits that if these survivors were much they 

often retained their coherence as a group (Eferebo 2002, p.26). This concords 

with Cookey’s submissions, who maintains that they became one of the 

segments of the house that has bought them and formed a distinct group 

with its own special interests and loyalties, which differed to some extent 

from those of other segments within the canoe house (Cookey 974, p.15). 

 

Primarily therefore, the house was a unit of local administration during the 

19th century. Each canoe house occupied a separate quarters in the 

community. The chief of the house was responsible for the maintenance of 

law and order in his section or quarters. The canoe house thus regulated the 

conducts of its members and was responsible for ensuring that they met 

their obligations toward the community or city state. The chief of the canoe 

house convened and presided at periodic mass meetings of the members to 

discuss local issues as well as enact rules and regulations. In fact cases 

involving members of the canoe house were reported to him for 

adjudication in conjunction with the Furotebeongu (family heads). He was 
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also responsible for ensuring that the ritual ceremonies such as the 

commemoration of the ancestors were performed. Finally, he represented 

the canoe house at the Council of Chiefs, which principally adjudicated and 

legislated for the community or city state presided over by the 

Amanyanabo, who also controlled foreign relations. 

 

Following his demise, the members of the canoe house elected a successor 

who might be one of his brothers, sons, nephews or successful slave. The 

successor was formally presented to the Council of Chiefs at a ceremony 

presided over by the  Amanyanabo and until, then, the canoe house went 

unrepresented in the council of the city state. It is to his legacy we shall 

examine in the next segments.  

 

The Foundation of Biokponga Town 

Agalayai Bugo (later chief) founded Biokponga town around the 1840s. The 

tradition of the lineage asserted that, its foundation was predicted by 

adventure; that on a particularly eventful day, Bugo and his fishing retinue 

caught more fishes than they could carry in the canoe. Following this 

tremendous harvest, he build a hut with raffia palm fronds, smoked his 

catch and passed the night. Consequently, because of the vitality of its 

geographical location, he subsequently established it as a fishing camp. This 

later transformed to become the nucleus of the settlement called 

“Biokponga” (simply means abode of the brave). Therefore, he, moved out 

of Nembe metropolis to settle at Biokponga with a retinue of slaves, 

children, brothers and other followings (Oral interview with Chief A.A 

Bugo, 24/03/2000).Bugo, established a plantation at Biokponga, in his later 

life. The plantation became his source of livelihood when the Delta oil palm 

trade dwindled as a result of the British penetration of the hinterland 

markets, during the mid 19thc and afterwards. Thus Anene (1966, p.89) had 

argued that the Delta Chiefs (middlemen) established factories in the 

hinterland at Ndele and Isiokpo among other places. Available evidence 

also suggests that Bugo’s children also inherited the plantation, especially 
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Tekekigha, Ogboluwei and later Graham (Bokolo). The Biokponga 

plantation has survived to this day (Eferebo 2002, p.51) 

 

It is therefore, crystal clear the importance of “plantation” to the space 

economy of the Delta communities, which was organized in such a chain 

that agriculture, fishing and other ancillary productive ventures were 

carried on mainly in the villages, plantations; while, in the capital city they 

took to trading and other more specialized activities. This was so because 

the canoe house depended on this two way traffic for its survival. The 

plantation was the primary producing arm of the canoe house so that the 

products were available for the maintenance of the House, dominated by 

the chief. The primary producers in their turn enjoyed unprecedented 

rights and privileges through their membership of the House.  

 

This however was to be supplemented through trade with the mainland or 

economic region, whose goods must be traded through the middlemen 

traders of the canoe house. Thus, the house was assured of regular supply 

of food products and other essential goods from the economic region. The 

economic traffic, therefore, worked for the mutual benefits between the 

primary producers in the plantation(s) and producers in the economic 

region as well as the population of the city was one of interdependence. It 

was a strategy that worked for the benefit of all. 

 

Biokponga plantation is situated northeast of the Nembe metropolitan city. 

It is bound between Egenelogu and the Mini town of Agrisaba to the 

immediate east and far east while, Etiema, Agbakabiriyai, Obiama towns to 

the west, all in the present Bayelsa State of Nigeria. The significance of the 

Biokponga town is that it still serves as the spring board of Agalayai Bugo’s 

house full stead in the production of fish, coconut, fruits and vegetables 

among others for the ritual and public ceremonies occasioned by the house. 

And secondly, his descendants are the rulers and custodians of political 

authority in the town (Eferebo 2002, p.52). Also that the inhabitants are 
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predominantly fishermen and supplement their income with farming, palm 

oil production and wood sawing etc. 

 

Agalayai Bugo as a Chief 

As aforementioned, by the time Agalayai Bugo became a chief, he was a 

prosperous, energetic, dynamic and accomplished Nembe man. He was 

poised to embark on a remarkable career as a Nembe Chief. The rise of 

Agalayai Bugo to historical prominence was by no means an isolated 

example of the rise of men who dedicated their lives to diligence to work in 

the Delta socio-political history in the 19th century. A handful of his 

contemporaries had achieved as much power and prestige despite their 

backgrounds, King Jacket Mein, son of Opo, the High Priest of Onyoma for 

example. 

 

However, what distinguished Bugo in his age was his possession of power 

which was not used to emasculate others, but used to encourage others to 

rise; power that was centered around the maintenance of law and order 

along traditional lines. This peculiar genius in Bugo, was why he was 

chosen as the chief after the demise of Chief Igoma, the son of King Dede, 

Ogbodo 2nd   around 1846. In that capacity as the Chief of Igoma canoe house 

brought back all the runaway members, property and family together until 

he established his canoe house in about 1863 (Oral interview with Elder 

Bendick Sylva 13/3/2000) 

 

According to Chief A.A. Bugo, that a certain wife allegedly committed an 

adultery with Iruosomou, the father of Chief Egbelu. The atonement for this 

grievous offence was categorized according to the social status of the 

aggrieved husband in the community as provided for by the customs and 

traditions of the people. For instance, young men and elders who were 

aggrieved received a fixed amount of six and twelve cases of gin, while 

chiefs were entitled to receive thirty cases of gin. But Bugo, who was a 

titular chief, broke the tradition and collected the amount purportedly set 
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aside for war canoe chiefs (chiefs who founded their canoe houses) from 

the adulterer. He therefore incurred the wrath of the Nembe Council of 

Chiefs; punishable by the laws of the land (Oral interview with Chief A.A. 

Bugo, 2/5/2000) 

 

Like a great harmamatan wind, the taboo committed by Agalayai Bugo was 

reported to King Ockiya Mingi VII of Nembe (Ogbolomabiri), the son of 

Inya, daughter of King Ogbodo. As aforementioned, the Nembe dual 

monarchy that began about c.1740s, although Nembe tradition give 

enormous powers to the first king on the thrones. It states that when a 

moiety (Ogbolombiri or Bassambiri) does not have a reigning monarch, in 

case of external aggression, the reigning king of either of the two moieties, 

after due consultation with the other moiety take charge. It was because 

there was no king at the time in the Bassambiri moiety that King Ockiya 

summoned, the Nembe Council of Chief to a meeting scheduled at 

Kiberetolu, venue of the said meeting (Oral interview with Chief A.A Bugo, 

2/11/200).  

 

The agendum of the meeting was to redress Bugo’s illegal collection of 

adultery fee. But unfortunately for the plotters Tekekigha Bugo’s (first 

adopted son) who was returning home from a trade expedition got wind of 

it. He got the plot probably from sympathizers or members of Ogbodo 

lineage. The significance of the purported Kiberetolu meeting was a 

milestone in Bugo’s life. He mobilized all the able bodied men and armed 

the war canoe to the teeth. Meanwhile, Aagalayai Bugo who was resident 

at Biokpanga left for the Kiberetolu, venue of the meeting without 

invitation. It was while, going to Kiberetolu, when he was greeted by the 

talking drum thus: 

Perebotogu Sonoma beri x2 (Literarily means the son of a king/chief has 

seven ears)    
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Ejimeji Furubo bugiririgha x2 (Literarily means the hard face one, the thief 

feels no shame) 

 

(Oral interview with Tekekigha Eferebo, 14/4/2000) 

Bugo’s war canoe was the last in attendance. According to Eferebo, as Bugo 

approached the venue of the meeting, King Ockiya, Mingi VII, inquired 

from Chief Oruwari (Ogbolomabiri) whether he recognized the chief that 

was approaching. This was because all the known canoe house chiefs were 

in attendance. But to their greatest surprise Bugo, recounted their plot 

through the talking drum. Indeed, Bugo broke tradition and attended the 

Nembe Council of Chiefs meeting without invitation. This was how he 

destabilized the agendum of the chief’s meeting, and became a chief. It was 

King Constantine Ockiya that admitted Bugo into the prestigious Nembe 

Chiefs Council (Eferebo 2002, p.55-56). 

 

It was also, King Constantine Ockiya that named Bugo’s war canoe Oworo8 

(Oral interview with Mrs. Dora Sunday Eferebo, 22/10/2000) 

Bugo returned home jubilantly over his magnificent feat and having 

accomplished his long-standing dream of instituting a war canoe house in 

Nembe. He was triumphantly received by members of the King Ogbodo 1st 

lineage at Bassambiri. Bugo’s role in the affairs of the Nembe city state and 

its relations with the other city states in the Delta is the subject of the next 

segment. 

 

Nembe – Kalabari War of 1863 – 1871 

The Delta communities had relations of varied dimensions among 

themselves and their hinterland neighbours, since the delta was inhabited. 

A great deal of these contacts was primarily as a result of commercial 

activities. Interstate wars were an aspect of the commercial rivalry among 

the Delta states. Some of these recorded wars Professor Ebiegberi Alagoa 

crafts were necessitated by the increasing desire to expand their territories, 

with the aim of annexing more markets (Alagoa 1980, p.251). Other 
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activities that provoked wars were such as piracy, head hunting and slave 

raids among others occasionally caused wars. Professor Ebiegberi Alagoa 

(1976, p.352) highlighted some of the troublesome communities to include 

Idema, Soku, Abalama and Ogoloma. According to him, these communities 

also took drum praise names proclaiming their addiction to these notorious 

practices. 

 

The practice was that individuals who captured a man brought him alive 

to perform the ritual killing of that person called peri-pele (dance) were also 

honoured because they were considered to possess manly prowess, which 

serves as deterrent against foes. Also, wars were sometimes prosecuted on 

the order of tutelary duties apparently for human sacrifice to the deity. 

Besides, some communities (even individuals) preyed on cargo boats or 

canoes as share for their inability to participate in the Delta Atlantic trade. 

This is so, because war and peace were embedded into the organizational 

structure of trade in the Delta which become a complex affairs as elsewhere 

in 19th century Nigeria. 

 

Like other wars of the 19th century, Chief Agalayai Bugo’s trade canoe was 

attacked as he was returning home after a successful trade venture at the 

Orashi River (Engene River). Accordingly, two persons died in the attack. 

According to this account, he kept the vendetta, raided some Kalabari 

traders killed some and took one person alive home, and against the advice 

of people used the person to perform peri ritual sacrifice. The successful 

peri-pele gave Chief Bugo admission into the Peri-Ogbo society a very 

influential cult, still in existence in Nembe. They distinguished themselves 

according to Olali by their use of eagle plumes, drinking with the left hand, 

and by performing the peri, which is a special war dance, at the end of a 

war, the death of a king or of a member (Olali 2002, pp.33-34). Also, a death 

Peri-Ogbo member was marked by Isene Ogidi (sword)  placed at the right 

side of the grave or tomb of the deceased member in a mausoleum in the 

case of a king or chief (Eferebo 2002, p.65). 
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The above pere-pele action undertaken by Bugo incurred the wrath of King 

Abbey Amakiri of Kalabari who sent armed men to the Orashi River 

markets to seize Nembe traders they might find. Professor Ebiegberi 

Alagoa however corroborates the news of this expedition, spread like a wild 

fire and Nembe traders took to alternative routes home to escape the plot 

(Alagoa 1964, p.81). And, because the plan failed, King Abbey Amakiri form 

alliance with Kula. According to Ockiya 2008, pp.43-44) maintains they 

came by night and kidnapped a slave boy, Oluku, who was sleeping in his 

master’s trade canoe at Nembe, while Igoinwari escaped with a deep cut on 

his neck. King Abbey was said to have used Oluku for peri-pele (ritual 

killing for sacrifice). Consequently, war ensued between the Nembe and 

Kalabari states in 1863 (Jones 1963 p.148). Because the war became 

protracted, it outlived most of the key players especially, King Arisimo and 

Chief Agalayai Bugo died in 1870 and 1869 respectively; while the war was 

in full swing. Prince Ebifa succeeded King Arisimo. Kings Ockiya and Ebifa 

therefore fought against King Abbey until the war came to an end in 1871 

(Eferebo 2013, pp.118-119). However, there are questions that beg for 

answers such as how was the protracted war financed? Was it Chief 

Agalayai Bugo or Nembe city state? There are also claims by his 

descendants that Bugo became a victim of the war. This is that Bugo was 

asked to pay for war indemnity. The question is by who? It also raised a big 

question mark to the claim that Bugo’s descendants paid the so-called 

indemnity. Was it by subscription or how? When Bugo’s descendants are 

chiefs in Igoma house? But there is no evidence to support this weighty 

claims by the descendants. Also, the available records of the Nembe – 

Kalabari Perpetual Peace Treaty of 1871, Chief Agalayai Bugo’s name (or 

representative) was conspicuously blank in the long list of signatories 

(Alagoa 2018, pp.240-242). How is that possible? If he was alive or 

indemnity was paid. The simple historical logic is that there was no 

separable distinction between Igoma House and the newly established 

Bugo House. That was because he only answered the natural call for 

segmentation of the canoe house as a result of its dynamism as we 
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established above. Corroboratively however, even as recent as 1940 Bugo’s 

descendants were still chiefs of Igoma House, Emmanuel Sokari, grandson 

of Bugo for example. 

 

Curiously however, Ogirike Ockiya and Professor Ebiebgeri Alagoa have 

corroboratively answered the hypothesis of the succession history of the 

Chief Igoma House in this graphic order: Bugo, Bokolo, Emmanuel Sokari 

etc. (Ockiya 2008; Alagoa 2018, p.163). It is crystal clear from the above 

submissions that Igoma House becomes the parent House (Opuwari) while 

those established by Bugo, Bokolo and Olali are satellite Houses (Kalawari). 

The point to be emphasized here is that Bugo and other satellite houses 

remained attached to Igoma House. It was until the 1940s when Emmanuel 

Sokari who resigned as Chief Igoma was appointed as successor. Truly, 

there is a tradition that kept the memory of Chief Igoma as head of his 

segment within the King Dede Group of Chieftaincy Houses for the 

collection of 5% (percent) levy of all adult burials; for the upkeep of the 

House. To this day the legacy of Chief Bugo remains indelible in the annals 

of the King Ogbodo lineage in particular and the Niger Delta general. 

 

Conclusion 

The central focus of this paper has been the phenomenal rise of Agalayai 

Bugo into historical cognizance as a chief. Apparently favoured by the 

canoe house system as elsewhere in the Delta city states. The house system 

encouraged social mobility of an outstanding individual to climb the social 

ladder to the top. Indeed, Bugo became a prosperous trader during the era 

of legitimate commerce. He founded the Biokponga town through 

adventure, which he devoted all his life to bring to historical limelight. Bugo 

was indeed an achiever. He established a plantation at Biokponga in his life 

time. The plantation became his source of livelihood, when the Delta palm 

oil trade dwindled consequent on the British penetration of the hinterland 

markets in the second half of the 19th century. 
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The paper has also highlighted the precarious circumstances by which he 

became a chief. Bugo actually broke tradition and compelled the Nembe 

Chiefs’ Council to accept him as one of them. This was only achieved by 

few Africans of his age during the 19th century, as his example was unique. 

Agalayai Bugo was also one of the principal actors in the politics of the 

Nembe city state. He also gallantly fought in the Nembe – Kalabari war of 

1863 (New Calabar War) and distinguished himself before his sudden 

demise in 1869. 

 

However and importantly, the greatest legacy Chief Agalayai Bugo left in 

the history of his own people and that of the Delta in general, was the 

establishment of a war canoe house. The chieftaincy house and Biokponga 

town he founded still exists in Nembe, where his descendants reigns till 

date. 
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